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Arc appreciation of the situation at Slisabethville as on the morning
of 14 December 1961

AIM

1. The aim of ONUC is to;

(a) restore freedom of movement in Elisabethville;

(b) ensure security of ONUC personnel and installations with a view

to implement Security Council resolution of 24 November 1961.

FACTORS

2. Katangese authorities being opposed to implementation of Security Council

resolution of 24 November 1961 rallied their people and troops to oppose the

UN. Their anti-UN activities have yet to stop, in fact, they are on the

increase,

3. There are still about 200 to 3CO mercenaries in Katanga forces who continue

to provide the backbone. They are likely to continue the fight.

4. Many settlers are joining Katanga forces, mostly as irregulars. They

are likely to put up strong resistance. Any prolongation of hostilities would

increase their ranks and there are /f hundredjfwho may join,

5. Katanga Gendarmerie strength in Elisabethville is now between 2000 to 3000.
-fixfe-f-

ONUC has to some been successful in reducing reinforcements, but due to

nature of terrain and possibility of movement at night, will not be able to prevent

it. Katanga troops are well equipped, have adequate logistic support and at

present control their lines of supplies.

6. Katanga air force can be considered to be neutralized. However, they may be
&t*+̂ *̂ Û

able to carry out an small scale raid.
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7. Katanga armed forces are mainly drawn from tribes of important Katangese

leaders with whom they have strong tribal ties. Therefore, Katangese are likely

to put up stiff resistance. When overwhelmed ONUG must expect strong pockets

of resistance, neutralization of which would need considerable loss of life and

destruction of property.

ONUC

8. ONUC combat troops in Elisabethville are as underi

1 Dogra - 930

3/1 Gurkha - 907

8 Ethiopian - 686

35 Ethiopian - 510

35 Irish - 336

36 Irish - 510

12 Swedish - 370

14 Swedish - 516

Supporting units:

One company machine guns

Two troops heavy mortar

Two troops MSF Reconnaisance

TOTAL: 5030

9. While the total of our combat troops is 5030, the uLEA***or bayonet strength

would be about 4000 men. We should take into account that incoming Irish and
OKX-ĉ

Swedish battalions are inadequately equipped as they usually take «wr arms and

equipment from the outgoing units. These units are also new to the Congo

situation and have yet to acclimatize. It would therefore be correct to assume

that combat value of two Irish or Swede units would be equivalent to one standard

sized battalion. Therefore for combat,following full sized units should be
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available i

India 2

Ethiopia 1 1/2

Ireland 1

Sweden 1

TOTAL: 5 1/2 battalions

10. ONUC is superior in support weapons and has a larger proportion of armoured

vehicles.

11. ONUC aircraft have established complete air superiority. With availability

of USAF air transport, OMJC has tremendous airlift capacity. All these give

ONUC great deal of mobility and flexibility,

12. Due to heavy commitments elsewhere in the Congo, ONUC may at the most

withdraw one unit from RLvu as a reserve for Elisavethville,

EVALUATION OF TASKS

13. The following minimum troops are needed for security of ONUC installations

and camps:

Airport one battalion

Link road half battalion

Headquarters half battalion

Swedish, Irish one battalion
camps

TOTAL: 2 1/2 battalions

14. Therefore, 3 battalions should be available for other tasks. Part of the

Katangese troops are employed in harassing ONUC installations, but it would be

sound to assume that a large majority may be concentrated for operations against

ONUC and this would probably be in the shape of either two or three infantry

battalions.
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15.- It is apparent from the above that while ONUC enjoys certain superiority in

numbers and is better equipped, it does not have a clear 3 or even 2 to 1

superiority. This will oblige ONUC to phase the operation and take limited

objectives. ONUC should therefore lay down priorities, e.g. tunnel, Lido

and so on. Each phase should beveil planned and should provide for maximum supporting

fire to ensure success and minimum casualties to own troops.

16. It is evident that ONUC is not in a position to win a clear victory. It is

only capable of achieving limited objectives. It is therefore essential that

ONUC should be given time to achieve minimum objectives compatible with its

tasks before reverting to political action.

17. In view of the mounting pressure for a cease fire, inability of ONUC to

carry on a sustained operation of this nature, insistance of Ireland and

Sweden to have returning units home preferably by Christmas, only limited time

is available. This places additional time limitations.

18. In order to make the most of the time available, we advised ONUC to

withdraw troops from Kivu for temporary employment at Elisabethville. The

Force Commander has accepted this suggestion. We are also arranging to airlift

3CO Tunisians direct to Elisabethville.

INTERNATIONAL SCENE

18. The United Kingdom, Belgium and France are asking for a cease fire. A strong

pro-Katanga lobby in the United States is being built up which will force it to at

least demand a speedy end to UN offensive. Afro-Asians demand a clear victory

over Tshombe's forces for which we lack means and Adoula. desires capitulations

of Katanga separatist government which is beyond UN mandate,

19. As ONUC lacks means to maintain a sustained operation which would even be

further reduced when the United States either calls off direct participation or



reduces the airlift, it is essential that we keep the door open to negotiations

for a truce.

20. The UN should not find themselves in a position where Afro-Asians are

pitched against the western powers. Any further withdrawals of support from

the West would weaken ONUG operations.

21. The charges of the United Kingdom are that chain of command is not clear

cut and that ONUC is going beyond its mandate. Belgium and Katanga are charging

us of destroying property and killing civilians. The Red Cross under local

Belgian management has accused us of inhumanities. Some measures need to be taken

to avoid further rift with the UN, which must always jXattempt to carry maximum

support*

FLAN

22. OMJC is already under instructions to act speedily, concentrate maximum

effort at Elisabethville and seize essential objectives. Nothing further need be

done.

23. In order to clearly state chain of command and instructions to ONUC, a formal

directive should be issued to the Force Commander. Copies of which may be made

available to interested parties. This will stop further comment.

24. Already in Elisabethville the consular corps are more or less 'observers of

ONUC operations. They are well informed of ONUC activities which cannot be

any secret to them. Many of them are Belgian nationals, including the Red Cross

representatives, and therefore are not impartial. Consideration should therefore

be given to establishing a team of observers who should preferably be military

under the existing circumstances and should represent Belgium, France, the

United Kingdom and the United States. If this choice of nationalities is

considered politically explosive, then perhaps Italy, Greece, Switzerland and
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Austria be given consideration. The group should include/non-Belgian Red Cross

representative. The observers should serve under the UN flag. They may also

be used for liaison duties.

25. UN should establish contacts with the United Kingdom, France, Belgium and

others essential and repeat Secretary-GeneralTs objectives. The UN should

tell them that it is still willing for a peaceful approach. The observers can see

for themselves the methods employed by ONUC. The observers can assist in

arranging truce, ensuring freedom of movement, protection of life and property
&

and assist ONUC in its operations against mercenaries.

26. By the time the above arrangements can be finalized, ONUC should have

secured limited objectives and the stage should be set for truce talks. This

plan may also soften opposition and help establish contact between Adoula and

Tshombe.

27. The Advisory Committee should be fully appraised of the military situation.

At present they expect a great UN victory. ¥e must prepare them for realities.

28. In conclusion, ONUC is not capable of achieving victory but has capacity for

securing limited objectives. With increasing demands for cease fire and limited

period of full United States support, UN must carry interested Western powers

with it to enable it to achieve its objectives and to implement the mandate

given. UN operations should therefore be two-pronged. One prong is already

in progress with current ONUC operations. A simultaneous political offensive

should also be undertaken, keeping the door open for peaceful negotiations of the

achievement of immediate and long term UN objectives. The political offensive

does not refer to present negotiations for a meeting between Tshombe and Adoula

but applies to ONUC aims and objectives.



Sec ret ary-General,
51; 7.. 1.1-sy

The attached appreciation on the situation in Elisabethville indicates ONUC's

inability to achieve a decisive victory in Elisabethville and the dangers

of enlarging hostilities involving a sustained military operation. I have

given a copy to C.V. and we felt that my appreciation of the situation be

brought to your notice immediately so that we can have a discussion at your

earliest convenience.

Ambassador Berard asked to see C.V. and I. He said that their consul in

Elisabethville was doing everything possible to bring about a cease fire and

arrange for Tshombe to meet with Adoula. He requested that during this

delicate stage of persuasion, UN aircraft should reduce their activity. We

made no comments.

Please let me know when you would like to see me. U ̂ l^


